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摘要 

商際網路(Extranet)概念是輔助企業與合作夥伴彼此之間，運用網際網路與全球資訊

網相關技術，建立在安全且信任環境下，分享彼此特定資源，其結果雖然增加使用上的

便利，但也須考慮企業因資源分散在不同的伺服器，於資訊交換過程中，必須重視進入

系統使用者存取權限的控管問題。本研究提出一套在商際網路環境上，建立一個動態分

散式授權系統，在系統的各節點伺服器會依使用者的連線情況，動態的向高層管理中心

要求授權，讓節點伺服器可自行驗證使用者權限資料，適時分散管理中心的負載量，增

進系統效能。其使用者權限可由實際職務角色為基礎來描述，對於授權機制將更有效率

與簡化管理。本系統可依企業現有的技術與設備加以利用，並隨著企業成長，可彈性的

擴充架構。經過實驗分析結果顯示，我們的系統比集中式的授權系統更有效率。 

關鍵字：商際網路，授權，動態分散式授權，以角色為基礎之存取控制 

 

Abstract 

Extranet is a concept to support business and their cooperative partners for sharing 

authorization information, applications, and operations. That establishes secure and trusted 

environment using both Internet and WWW related technologies. However, these exist some 
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problems, such as; the business has distributed resources in the different node servers and 

need to determine users’ access permission during the transaction. We proposed a dynamic 

distributed authorization system to resolve the problems in the paper. The node server can 

dynamically request authorization data from central management server, and then it can 

check user’s permission independently. Therefore, the central management sever can gain 

better load balancing and improve overall system performance. For achieving flexible 

permission control, we also adopt role-based access control (RBAC) mechanism in our 

proposed architecture to provide a more efficient but simple management. Moreover, our 

proposed architecture has the scalability and flexibility properties. 

Keywords: Extranet, Authorization, Dynamic distributed authorization,            

Role-based access control (RBAC) 

 

1. Introduction 

In recent years, businesses have discussed reengineering relationship that distributed 

computing technologies designed for business partnering to automate many business 

processes. These technological trends have fundamentally altered the way conducting 

business with external entities — enabling organizations to establish corporate network 

connections with their trading partners. Therefore, that created a coined extranet (Metcalfe, 

1997; Brockway, 1997; Lawton, 1997; Goldmann, 1997). The primary goal of such 

interconnected networks is to realize competitive advantages in a global marketplace. A good 

business practice requires connecting organization to consider the attendant risks and take 

necessary measure to secure their corporate network connections with non-employees. Thus, 

when building an extranet, security must be intrinsic to the system because a business will no 

longer be controlling access of all parties concerned. Therefore, the system determining 

users’ access permission must be controllable and manageable in the information transaction.  

In the paper, we will focus on the enhancement of access control authorization (Woo, 
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1994) mechanism, and propose a dynamic distributed authorization system on extranet. 

Role-based access control (RBAC) (Ferraiolo, 1995; Barkley, 1997; NIST, 1995) mechanism 

is used to provide a simple but more efficient management. The node server can check users’ 

permission in the system according to on-line connection states. That dynamically requests 

authorization data from higher level central management server. The central management 

sever can gain better load balancing, and improve system performance. The system 

framework could be upon business growth allowing flexing scalability. In addition, we have 

provided support for user authentication in the Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) (NIST, 1994; 

RSA, 1993) framework, and strengthened security on the extranet.  

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the design 

issues pf our proposed system. The details of the system implementation are shown in 

Section 3. Section 4 presents the experimental results, and finally Section 5 concludes the 

paper. 

 

2. System Design 

2.1 System Framework 

Typically an extranet will link the intranets of distributed organizations for the purpose 

of conducting business. The tremendous volume of information is exchanged and transacted 

over the Internet everyday. One useful classification of security (Stallings, 1999) services has 

become an essential element that is required to address the following concerns: 

Confidentiality、Authentication、Integrity、Nonrepudiation、Access Control、Availability 

For achieving these goals, we propose a security system framework on extranet as 

shown in Figure 1. We will focus on the enhancement of access control authorization 

mechanism. 

We have designed an Extranet Security Agent (ESA), which is an important mechanism 

of central management server in the system. This system initiates and maintains a secure 
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transaction environment through ESA.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: System framework  

However, partner’s validity certificate maybe invalid due to disconnection. ESA will 

receive request data, and then record to Certificate Revocation List (CRL) of Certificate 

Module. ESA sends new data to update the CRL data of node server. In validity period, 

partner need not always to access business authorization information. In the mechanism, it 

can obtain information directly to achieve both message and trade exchange. In addition, it 

shall have better load balancing when executing the extranet security mechanism. 

2.2 System Function Hierarchy  

    In the section, we will analyze each layer in the system function hierarchy. The system 

includes two layers: ESA layer and Internet layer that are shown in Figure 2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: System functional hierarchy 

There are three components in the Internet layer: 

(1) Hardware Devices: 
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The critical concern for hardware devices is to enhance the scalability of hardware 

performance. In order to make use to leverage the existing investments, distributing the 

workload among various servers is an effective way. 

(2) Communication Protocol: 

Extranet applications are based on open Internet standards such as TCP/IP, HTTP, FTP, POP3, 

Telnet, and etc. This common technology allows products from various companies to interact. 

(3) Network Security Control Protocol: 

We use Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) 3.0 (Freier, 1996) for all data encryption and integrate 

functions for TCP/IP applications. A standard format for storage and exchange of X.509 v3 

(Housley, 1996) digital certificates allows single-user login applications and secure exchange 

of documents and information via S/MIME.  

The ESA layer consists three modules: 

(1) Management Module: 

In the module, it provides transmission functionality between system and outside parties. The 

outside server and partners can receive new massages through the module. The module 

consists of two components:  

 Allocation Management 

In ESA, we need to update and transmit data, according to the schedule list. Therefore, 

management module can automatically allocate the information to node servers and 

clients.  

 Key Management 

When partners temporarily quit form the transaction, the administrator process 

invalidates their encryption keys for future use, while retaining the keys in order to 

access previously encrypted files and email messages. 

(2) Permission Module: 

It is important to control and manage user identification in transaction. Administrator shall 
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have facility to adjust permission through role-based access control mechanism for different 

users from different sites. The module has two components: 

 Security Context Control 

The component verifies comparing node servers transmit user’s data and certificate 

module message. It also checks user’s identification and authorization. 

 Role-Based Access Control 

By role classification, we can classify all entities with fewer properties and more 

stability. Role-based approach translates original access control mechanism into a 

simplified access control matrix to provide an efficient and simple management. It 

will improve the performance comparing with the traditional user hierarchy 

authorization policy. 

(3) Certificate Module: 

The module supports X.509 certificates for server and client authentication and verification to 

ensure interoperability. It contains four components: 

 Enrollment Management 

The module supports users to register identification data easily. That is the first step as 

well as the most important step for entering the system. 

 Issuance Process 

It is similar to a notary public voucher who provides the signature and identity for an 

individual. 

 Revocation Process 

A certificate may become invalid before the normal expiration of its validity period. 

The CA revokes the certificate by including the certificate’s serial number on the next 

scheduled CRL. 

 Directory Search 

The most common way of storing and retrieving certificates and CRL is with the help 
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of a directory server (DS). 

    Among the modules mentioned above, auditing is an import issue for the entire system. 

Both auditing and privilege module application are included in ESA layer and Internet layer. 

Both of them are described below: 

(1) Auditing 

It allows the system to monitor all extranet accesses automatically, and then notify the 

extranet administrator appropriately. As with any other aspect of extranet security, all parties 

should be aware of the cost of implementation and security feature. 

(2) Privilege Module: 

In the privilege module, it supports the function for transmitting massage over node server, 

partner and ESA. There are four components in the module. 

 Permission Cache 

It shall contain the following information such as authorization identifier. In the 

scheme, node severs could independently judge legality permission for user. 

Therefore, central management server can effectively reduce the overhead. 

 Data Delivery 

According to user’s authorization level, servers may offer different resources for 

client access. However, authorization features can ensure that messages are from valid 

trading partners. 

 Monitoring 

The mechanism helps administrator to find the security and performance problems all 

around the system. 

 Log 

It allows node server manager to track and analyze the different resources being 

accessed on the server. 
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3. System Implementation 

For verifying the proposed architecture, we implement a system to establish a highly 

efficient environment and evaluate the improved rate of performance on extranet. In the 

system, we use Web-based techniques to provide a friendly interface. The message exchange 

uses SSL secure communication protocol that protects data transmitted against wiretap to 

achieve confidentiality. In the system, we support authentication partners with the X.509 

certificate, and use RBAC to form a simple and facile execution environment to the 

administrator. The implement architecture of system is shown in Figure 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Implementation of the system 

In Figure 3, the descriptions of each action are stated as below: 

1  Partner (client) must register to obtain services from ESA. 

2  After registration, the partner is granted a Person Identification Number (PIN).  

3  Partner can login into the node server. Node server will authenticate the partner, if it can 

not process the partner’s identification step (step 1  and 2 ). Otherwise, node server can 

directly execute step 4  . 

1  Node server sent a request to ESA for checking the partner’s identification. 

2  ESA response to the node server. 

4  If node server accepts the request from the partner, according to role of partner, then it will 

provide a personalized Web page that includes hyperlinks to all service the partner. 
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    If the number of connections grows, node server has to be authenticated each time to 

access resources in the central management server, and then it will increase workload and 

response time. We apply a technique to avoid the bottleneck problem; that is the partner 

permission data can be validated locally according to the number of on-line connections. 

Therefore, the system can dynamically distribute authorization data to the permission 

cache of node servers from central management server. The system will achieve dynamic 

distributed authorization and load balancing. 

3.1 Data Flow of ESA 

We have described the system framework and their components in the previous section. 

Next, we will introduce the data flow of the ESA of central management server (in Figure 4). 
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Figure 4: Data flow of ESA 

    The process of each step in Figure 4 is described as follows: 

1  A partner requests a registration to enrollment management of Certificate Module Aspect. 

2  The certificate manager evaluates and checks the correctness of data from partner, and 

issues a certificate for one year validity period.  

3  Partner can request to revoke its certificate due to states changed, certificate lost, or other 

reasons.  

Above steps is the procedure of getting a valid certificate. It will be processed only once. 
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After the check of partner’s identification, it allocates access control permission and 

resources from other modules of ESA:  

1  Permission Module Aspect collects partner’s data from Certificate Module Aspect and 

provides authorization to access to business resources.  

2  If authorization action session found that the user is not legal (e.g.: certificate expired), it 

response with an error message to the partner. 

3  When a correct secure request is received from the partner’s Web Browser, security 

context will be created according to business rules. The partner’s user role will be 

distinguished into different level.  

4  RBAC receives message and creates different authorization permission for it.  

5  Partner’s private key is saved to key management through Management Module for 

security reason.  

6  After it responses contents of authorization permission for partners, each partner 

maintains a list of trusted CA certificate.  

3.2 Data Flow of Privilege Module 

    The following scenario reflects partners through a single login process. The flows 

through the privilege module to support login in the system are illustrated in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5: Data flow of privilege module 

    A partner receives a valid certificate from ESA and can directly access business 
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resources within node server. The privilege module provides the function of transmitting and 

exchanging messages between partner, node server and ESA. 

1  Verifying person identification number (PIN) of partner in the session. Get authorization 

permission from permission cache of Privilege Module.  

If permission cache can not find the corresponding authorization data, then 

1  Send a message to ESA to request partner data.  

2  If the response is negative, then reject the connection. Otherwise, allow partner to access 

business resources according to its permission. Therefore, ESA can migrate certificate 

authorization data and content of partner data to permission cache. Moreover, if CRL and 

partner data had been modified, ESA can rapidly update the modification to node 

permission cache. 

2  Node server can locally adjust the access permission of partner according to the 

authorization data obtained from ESA. 

3  Control the data access delivery to partner according to the role of that partner. 

4  Monitor the data delivery events to prevent ungranted activity. 

5  If any unusual actions have occurred, monitoring module will notify node servers to pause 

or stop partner actions. 

6  Every event is recorded in log file. 

7  Schedule transfer to ESA.  

 

4. Experimental Result 

In the section, we will describe the experimental environment. Figure 6 shows the 

physical architecture of experimental environment. The distributed authorization environment 

has been established by using five servers (S1 is the central management server, S2 ~ S5 are 

node servers), and a Web-based interface is provided in our system. 
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Figure 6: The experimental architecture 

For evaluating the performance of our proposed architecture, we use different 

connections (5~50) and record the response time of each number of connections. Two 

performance measures are applied in the system: centralized and distributed authorization 

framework. The centralized authorization method is using one single server (ESA) to check 

all security and permission actions, other four node servers provide sharing resources action 

only. In the distributed authorization method, four node servers can dynamically request 

authorization data from ESA server according to number of on-line connections.  

A program is used to record the time spent during the period that the client requests and 

receives the response from the server. The result is shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. The 

experimental results show that our proposed distributed authorization framework has better 

performance when the number of connections increased. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Response time 
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Figure 8: Performance enhance 

 

5. Conclusion 

In the paper, we have proposed a distributed extranet security authorization system 

framework. The proposed framework can provide secure connection between business and 

partner over a public network. It consists of two main mechanisms: ESA and privilege 

module. The ESA supports user authentication in the PKI framework, and using RBAC to 

provide a more efficient and simpler authorization management. The privilege module 

requests ESA services according to the states of on-line connections. The proposed system 

can dynamically distribute the workload of authorization between central management server 

and node servers. It has load balanced capability and improves overall system’s performance. 
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